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Within Orion’s professional engineering team, we support a vast range of
engineering and manufacturing companies to bring the concept idea of a product to life. This covers electronic, electrical, mechanical and software disciplines.
Having supported capital venture backed start ups to multi-million-pound
corporations our understanding of not only the core skill set you need but also
the type of person and capabilities of that person are our core focus.
Within the Orion Manufacturing team, we support a vast range of engineering
and manufacturing companies with the very best talent within electronics,
electrical, mechanical, service and maintenance engineering markets, from
Original Equipment Manufacturers to Small Medium Enterprise’s.
Our team of consultants have extensive knowledge within their niches, we
believe that consultants who specialise in recruiting for specific skill sets, have
the edge in market knowledge and understanding exactly what it is our candidates are looking for. This in turn, allows us to screen the most complex of disciplines or source the scarcest of skill sets with any niche manufacturing sector.
We work across a range of sectors including Automation, Consumer Electronics,
Aerospace, Defence, Automotive, Motorsport, and many more.

Key Focus Areas
Professional Engineering
•

Design and Development

•

Project Management

•

Quality Systems and Product Quality

•

Manufacturing/ Production Engineering

•

Purchasing and Supply Chain

•

Field Service and Maintenance

•

Engineering Support

Manufacturing
•

Shop-Floor Manufacturing

•

Assembly and Production

•

Testing and Test Development

•

Machining

•

Inspection

As a business we support the full lifecycle of an engineering product
within an engineering and manufacturing business.

REVIEWS
“Taz is an excellent recruiter; she took the time to understand me, my goals, skills
and what I could bring to a company. She would always give clear and concise
interview preparation advice; she would spend a lot of time ensuring that I was as
ready as I could be. I was really impressed by the way she would always make
follow up calls after any interview to get quick feedback. Since my placement she
has stayed in touch to see how things are going. I have no hesitation in
recommending Taz.”
- LinkedIn review from a Manufacturing Manager

“Michael is a legend and I would highly recommend him. We have been working
together for several years now and I have always found him to be extremely helpful,
(usually answers my call within 2 rings!) professional and prompt, providing good
quality candidate in a short timeframe. I will miss working with Michael (as I am
leaving my company) but hope to continue to work with him in the future.”
- LinkedIn review from a HR Manager

“Grant has broken the mould by being a dedicated professional recruiter. He has been
diligent and professional throughout, keeping me abreast at all times and has been
very successful in his endeavours to bring me into contact and subsequent employment. It has been a pleasure working with him.”
- LinkedIn Review from a Demo Fleet Manager
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